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Specialties  

Specialty courses are means for which divers to explore interests in specific dive activities. 
Choose from cavern, deep, equipment, night, research, underwater hunter, search & 
recovery, research, navigator, photographer, wreck, boat, drift, dry suit, multilevel, naturalist, 
peak performance buoyancy, videography, enriched air, diver propulsion vehicle, Oxygen 
provider, Project Aware specialty, aware fish identification. These courses improve a divers 
knowledge in certain fields of diving and act as a foundation for further education allowing 
you as a diver to learn the skills and knowledge to gain more experience independently.

Specialty programs can be conducted in 1-2 days and can credit with the Adventures in 
Diving certification. Please enquire to the Utila Dive Centre for information about a specific 
specialty program you may be interested in taking.

PADI



Divemaster
course

At Utila Dive Centre we regularly update and are constantly evolving our Divemaster 
course to be one of the most cutting edge and dynamic programs worldwide.

As one of the world’s leading PADI Career Development Centres there are additional 
workshops, and benefits to taking the course with Utila Dive Centre, such as our 
specialty programs, or the Project Aware Coral reef surveying program, or Discover 
Tec and rebreather workshops.The PADI Divemaster program consists of 3 separate 
modules;

1. Knowledge development (That can take place with e-learning ahead of the 
      course start date) 9 academic topics including dive theory topics, and Instructor led  
     class 
     sessions.



Divemaster course...

2. Watermanship - Stamina exercises, 
     Rescue evaluation, Problem solving and  
     Skills development.

3. Practical training;

• 5 practical skill sessions (Dive site 
management, Map making, Briefing a dive, 
Search & Recovery dive and a Deep dive).

• 5 practical workshop sessions (Scuba 
review, Skin diver/snorkeler, Discover 
Scuba Diving in Confined Water, Discover 
Scuba Diving in Open Water and Discover 
Local Diving with SMB deployment).

• 4 practical assessments (Open Water 
students in confined water, Open Water 
students in open water, Continuing 
education students in open water, Certified 
divers in open water).

During knowledge development you’ll 
learn about supervising both students and 
certified divers in addition topics on risk 
management, programs Divemasters can 
conduct, specialized diving activities, busi-
ness of diving and advancing your career, 
to gaining theoretical diving knowledge 
about physics, physiology, skills and envi-
ronment, equipment and the recreational 
dive planner.

The knowledge development can be lear-
ned by enrolling in the PADI e-learning op-
tion and also studying the dive theory on-
line, this gives candidates a head start on 
the program, and the most efficient use of 
their time whilst on Utila and at Utila Dive



Centre, and for our staff to provide more specific remediation.  For candidates who do 
not take the e-learning option, then they can pick up the course manuals when they 
arrive on Utila and use their evenings for reading and study, and our Instructors will 
also provide class led sessions to remediate.  

For candidates taking the course in 3-4 weeks, then we can cover 3 theoretical topics 
per week in the evenings, with an exam at the end of week 1 and week 3.  For can-
didates who wish to complete the course in 10 days to 2 weeks then e-learning (or 
obtaining the manuals ahead of time) is a requirement and completing all academics 
before arriving on Utila.

In the first half of Week 1 during the day, we’ll conduct the waterman-ship module.  
The waterman ship module will develop your strength and skills in the water and de-
velop your confidence to a strong level of comfort.  There will exercises in swimming, 
snorkelling, towing a tired diver, and treading water.  You’ll also be refreshed you’re 
your Rescue course on how to perform a rescue on an unresponsive diver at the sur-
face and egress them onto the shoreline or boat.  Our Instructors will demonstrate 24 
dive skills to you, skill by skill, and you will get a chance to practise before we evaluate 
you, this takes place over 2 sessions.  By now as your confidence and skill ability has 
improved we’ll improve your ability to deal with stress and problem solve underwa-
ter by teaming you with another Divemaster in training, and have you exchange full 
scuba equipment whilst sharing air together, and it’s a lot of fun!
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In the second half of week 1 we’ll conduct the 5 practical skills sessions/workshops, 
and integrate them to give you real world transfer and application.

The 5 skills sessions (briefed and demonstrated by an Instructor then performed by 
candidate) are;
• Dive site set up and management
• Mapping a dive site (in water sessions)
• Conducting an effective briefing
• Conducting a Search & Recovery dive (with in water sessions)
• Conducting a Deep dive (with in water sessions)

The 5 workshops (candidate’s working together in-water under Instructor direction/
supervision) are;
• Conducting a scuba review, and demonstrating all skills
• Conducting a PADI Skin Diver session or a snorkelling tour
• Conducting a Discover Scuba Diving experience in confined water (pool/dock)
• Conducting a Discover Scuba Diving experience in open water (dive site)
• Conducting a Discover Local Diving experience (leading certified divers and
   deploying SMB at end of dive)

In week 2 we’ll start conducting the practical assessment of the Divemaster course 
which covers working with;
• Open Water students in confined water (pool/dock)
• Open Water students in open water (dive sites)
• Continuing education students in Open Water (dive sites)
• Certified divers in Open Water (guiding divers at a dive site)

Divemaster course...



At Utila Dive Centre we offer 2 options for this and for candidates with time constric-
tions, we can simulate these 4 exercises in approximately 4-7 days, and administer 
the second part of the Divemaster exam, so the complete Divemaster course if neces-
sary could be undertaken in 10-14 days.  Please remember for this option candidates 
should start with at least 50 dives and have completed all the academic study prior to 
arriving on Utila, either by e-learning or purchasing the manuals and completing all 
reading assignments.

For candidates that have more time available we have them undertake the practical 
assessment exercises as an internship, so they get to go on 3-4 real PADI courses with 
our Instructors and actual students, normally 2 Open Water courses, and Advanced 
course, a Rescue course and work with certified divers on our Northside fun dive boat.  
This option would take approximately 4 weeks in total to complete the Divemaster 
course and in week 4 candidates also get the chance to enrol on PADI specialty classes 
if they desire.  

As part of the internship you’ll be assisting our experienced team of Instructors as they
conduct PADI training programs with student divers. We’ll provide Instructor led class 
sessions to help you assimilate the most from your independent study so if Physics 
sounds like a foreign language then you’ll soon become multi-lingual thanks to the 
expert tuition of our staff. You’ll also get experience working as a dive guide by guiding 
certified divers on our dive trips to Utila’s famous North Side dive sites.

At the Utila Dive Centre we put no time limit on the length of time you can stay with us so the 
more you put into this program the more you get out of it. We are not a factory and train all 
of our trainees as if they plan to go on to become Instructors. As part of the service we pro-
vide to our Divemasters in week 4 you’ll be offered specialty training in areas of diving where 
you have accumulated additional experience e.g. Fish Identification, Deep diving, Equipment 
maintenance, and as the only facility on Utila and in Central America with the Poseidon 
MKVI closed circuit rebreathers we can offer you certification in this course at a reduced rate.
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Integrated with our Divemaster internship is the PADI Project Aware Coral Watch program. 
You‘ll leant to assess the condition of corals and record their health, and upload to a scien-
tific database. This valuable program will improve your understanding of Coral Reefs and 
you‘ll give back a valuable contribution to the Coral Watch program and to the understand-
ing of the condition of reef systems in the Caribbean.  

“I work with CoralWatch, a coral monitoring organisation based in Australia, - Utila Dive 
Centre incorporate CoralWatch into their DM training, and they are now one of the highest 
contributors to our bleaching database.” - Angela Dean University of Queensland

If you dream of working in exotic environments, beautiful dive experiences and meeting 
people from all walks of life then the PADI Divemaster course could give you the lifestyle 
you’ve always dreamed of. We’ve extended our Divemaster program to cover more effective 
teaching techniques, discuss diving in different worldwide environments, look at greater ca-
reer opportunities in diving including ‘diver safety’ and ‘technical diving’ and resume prepa-
ration.

As a PADI Career Development Center we receive a lot of job applications everyday so we’ll 
show you exactly what it takes to become a successful Divemaster in today’s dive industry 
and all this is done in a low stress, relaxed and most importantly ‘fun’ environment. Our staff 
are available outside of regular hours for any remedial tuition or 1 to 1 coaching, remember 
we want you to succeed as a first rate dive professional, not just get certified.

Divemaster course...



1. To enroll in a PADI Divemaster course you 
must have at least 40 dives (we can get you to 
this number included in the pricing with our pro-
gram if  necessary) and been certified as a PADI 
Rescue Diver (or equivalent), you’ll also need to 
show proof of CPR/1st Aid training in the last 24 
months and submit a medical statement from the 
last 12 months, signed by a physician stating you 
are fit for diving, at the completion of your course, 
which can be arranged by our on island Doctor. 
If possible please bring with you all previous cer-
tification information (dates of courses, instructor 
numbers names, training agency name) and if 
you hold any non-PADI certifications please also 
bring a copy of each certification.

2. Method of payment for the Divemaster appli-
cation, PADI do not accept cash, such as VISA/
Master- Card/AMEX or USA Bank Cheque or US 
Travelers Cheques. Your payment for the course 
should be made prior to the start and can be done 
with either traveler’s cheques, but preferably by 
bank wire into either our USA or UK accounts. 
You can use credit cards on Utila but there is an 
8% surcharge for this.

We recommend that you purchase the Divemaster 
crew pack, which includes all materials you need 
for the course (with the exception of the e-RDPml 
and Table and previous course level manuals and 
materials) and we can offer this at virtually cost.  
Alternatively enrolling in the Divemaster course 
and Dive Theory online, is excellent to use time 
productively and get a head start on the academ-
ic portions prior to arriving on the island.  Our 
staff can then remediate in any particular areas 
as necessary, to enrol in the online option please 
contact us for more information.

Divemaster course...



SCHEDULE & LOGISTICS FOR INTERNSHIP OPTION

The Divemaster course is scheduled to start on a Monday 
(we do advise candidates to arrive 2-3 days earlier to be-
gin preparation), run over 3-4 weeks (minimum 2 weeks is 
possible), and end on the Saturday of the last week.

In week 1 you will receive the following academic classes;
Role of the Divemaster (Course Orientation), Assisting Stu-
dent Divers in Training and Supervising Certified Divers.

These classes will be conducted in the evenings giving you 
time to study independently and prepare for them, in the 
mornings we will conduct a training skills circuit for you to
watch and then we will work with you to develop your own 
demonstration quality skills, you’ll also complete a 400 me-
ter swim, 800 meter snorkel, tread water for 15 minutes, 
an equipment exchange (whilst sharing air) and tow a tired 
diver for 100 meters, plus we’ll conduct an evaluation of 
your rescue skills at the end of the week. You will also be 
assigned a dive site to make a map of and an emergency 
assistance plan to complete which will be done indepen-
dently over the next few weeks. 

In week 1 we will also run several practical skill sessions 
and workshops at our facility, and at dive sites, covering;

• Dive site set up and management integrated with boat 
workshop and Project Aware Coral Watch survey introduc-
tion and buoyancy skills
• Conducting a scuba review, and demonstrating all skills
• Conducting an effective briefing integrated with conduct-
ing a Discover Local Diving experience (leading certified 
divers and deploying SMB at end of dive)
• Conducting a Deep dive and a Search & Recovery dive 
• Conducting a PADI Skin Diver session or snorkelling tour
• Conducting a Discover Scuba Diving experience in con-
fined water and then leading participants on an open water

Divemaster course...



Now that we have completed week 1 and given you a 
strong foundation from which to progress you can now join 
your 1st PADI Open Water course and assist the group and 
learn with real students and observe other experienced Di-
vemaster’s and Assistant Instructors, as most of our PADI 
Open Water students take the PADI Advanced Open Water 
course as well you will also get the chance to assist on this 
course and see the real progression of students in training 
and get to some experience some great North side Utila 
diving as well.

There will be several opportunities in week 2 for you to 
go out and dive for fun with the other candidates on your 
course and learn more about our reef systems and diving 
conditions, through our Project Aware Coral Watch‘ sur-
veys.  For candidates who arrive and do not have 40 dives, 
then we can run a pre-week of diving and Coral Watch reef 
surveying to use the time productively whilst building dive 
experience.

In week 2 we will continue to develop your academic un-
derstanding of dive theory by giving classes in Physics, Envi-
ronment, Physiology and Equipment, and also cover ‘Diver 
Safety & Risk Management’, ‘Specialized Skills & Activities’ 
and the ‘Business of Diving/Your Career’.
 
In week 3 we’ll complete your academic understanding 
that all Divemasters should possess and administer the fi-
nal exams.

Now you’re comfortable working with students you’ll get 
to team up with a more experienced Divemaster on our 
daily North side dive boat which normally caters specifically 
to certified divers. You’ll get additional experience briefing 
and guiding  certified divers on a dive site and planning 
dive profiles and understand more about the logistics of 
running dive trips for certified divers.
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Now in week 4 it all comes together, you’ll get 
to assist a PADI Rescue class and you’ll hand in 
the map of the dive site and emergency assis-
tance plan that you completed independently, in 
the last week of your Divemaster training you’ll 
also have the option to enroll in 5 PADI special-
ty classes at reduced rates, these courses make 
you more knowledgeable and skilful, choose 
from: Enriched Air, Gas Blender Nitrox and Tri-
mix, Wreck, Deep, Night, Naturalist, Photogra-
phy, Search & Recovery, Poseidon MKVI closed 
circuit rebreather, Equipment, Navigation, Vid-
eography, Diver Propulsion Vehicle and O2. 

As a PADI Technical diving facility, the Utila Dive 
Centre, runs monthly technical diving courses. 
You‘ll get the opportunity to be trained as a 
PADI Tec Support diver, and learn about the 
logistics of technical dive mission, and provide 
valuable support and assistant to our technical 
diving Instructors and students. We‘re the only 
facility in the Bay Islands with an approved Tec 
Support diver specialty (we wrote the course)!!!

Our commitment to you doesn’t end at the end 
of the course, if you are staying on Utila looking 
to find work we will do our best to help you and 
our staff and facility have a high standing in the 
dive community of the Bay Islands and can try to 
find suitable work. 
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Please bear in mind though in most dive centers and resort destinations around the world, 
most centers use have certified Divemasters who are willing to work simply in exchange for 
experience. Although we can never guarantee this, we do occasionally have paid employ-
ment opportunities for our Divemasters upon certification, where you’ll receive payment for 
every scuba review you conduct, for referring students to dive with us, and also for guiding 
divers, though please bear in mind the pay is minimal. If you are really looking for a paid 
position within the dive industry, you need to be at least a PADI Instructor as most people 
that visit Utila and throughout Central America/Caribbean do so for PADI certifications and 
we do try to provide work through our placement service and extensive global network to 
all our Divemasters who go on to become PADI Instructors.

After the Divemaster program you are welcome to stay with us for as long as your time
frame allows and you can assist our Instructors and certified divers in their dive experiences.  
This gives you valuable experience and a work reference from our PADI Career Develop-
ment Center and 5 Star Resort and will make it easier for you to find your own position.  If 
you plan on traveling to other dive resorts in the world then it’s possible our Course Director 
and IDC Staff Instructors, through their own experience of working all around the world, can 
help/advise and counsel you on teaching in differing environments and help guide you in 
the right direction to secure employment. As part of our commitment to you we send regular 
newsletters keeping you informed of changes on Utila but most importantly you become 
part of a professional network of divers (Divemasters/Assistant Instructors/Instructors) that 
have all trained at Utila Dive Centre. In addition to having our Staff who have worldwide 
contacts and teaching experience we can use this network to place you in touch with other 
professionals who are working all around the world to help you find employment or simply 
seek advice from.

For more information on what makes our Divemaster course a world leader, please also 
refer to the other PDF ‘Why choose Utila Dive Centre for your Divemaster’.
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Divemaster course sample schedule

am

pm

eve

pre-dive week

am

pm

eve

week 1

am

pm

eve

week 2

am

pm

week 3

eve

(4 weeks)

KD/Black = academic/dry sessions 
Blue = water sessions/dives 
Red = Additional UDC components

for candidates who need to get to 40 dives or an additional 4th week for candidates on internship option



Divemaster course sample schedule

am

pm

eve

week 1

am

pm

eve

week 2

( 2 weeks)

KD/Black = academic/dry sessions 
Blue = water sessions/dives 
Red = Additional UDC components

The 2 week Divemaster schedule is suitable for candidates who arrive with at least 50 dives 
and complete all reading/study with either the course manuals or PADI’s e-learning ahead 
of time and arrival.



IAHD Adaptive Dive
Partner Program

The IAHD Dive Partner course is designed to allow certified divers to be certified to fill the 
key role of a certified support diver for an IAHD-certified adaptive scuba diver and also to be 
a more aware, empathetic and supportive dive buddy for divers with disabilities.  An IAHD 
Dive Partner is specially trained in how to dive with a disabled diver. Candidates get first 
hand experience in understanding some of the problems encountered by disabled divers. 
Minimum age is 16 years, and Dive Partners must hold Rescue Diver, First Aid, CPR & O2 
Provider certifications from recognized training organizations. They must also have a mini-
mum of 20 logged dives with experience in navigation and night diving.

As an IAHD Dive Partner you’ll be in a position to support and see how IAHD Divers have 
Overcome:

• Amputation
• Emotional/Social/Trust Issues
• Autism
• Movement Disorders
• Birth Defects
• Spinal Injuries
• Blindness
• Stroke-Paralysis 

The IAHD Dive Partner 
program is offered towards 
the end of our Divemaster 
training and takes 1 day to 
complete, please inquire 
for additional costing.  



International Yacht Training (IYT)
Dive Boat Courses

PADI Approved

International Yacht Training Worldwide (IYT WW) in cooperation with the PADI dive training 
agency is pleased to introduce the new Dive Boat Mate programs - professionally recog-
nized boating qualifications specifically targeted to meet the needs of the diving industry 
and to develop PADI professionals maritime knowledge and skills including practical boat 
driving experience.  The Dive boat Mate courses were introduced due to demand from the 
diving industry and cover components relating to health, safety, engineering, legal and 
competency aspects that are required to safely operate such a boat.

These programs incorporate everything that a diveboat operator would be required to know 
from the moment the boat left the dock until its safe return to port and are an amazing 
compliment to our Divemaster course, and the courses, while diveboat specific, contain 
the necessary knowledge for operators to obtain various certificates of competency (COCs) 
issued by IYT Worldwide on behalf of the British Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA) 
and the International Maritime Organisation (IMO). The MCA boating qualifications are 
the most internationally recognised qualifications in the world and have, over the past ten 
years become the de facto world standards.  N. B. These courses are by no means meant to 
replace any certification or licensing that may be required (by law) in the various flag state 
maritime jurisdictions worldwide.

There are currently two levels of certification that we offer at Utila Dive Centre and are Dive-
boat Mate (and Instructor level) and Diveboat Coxswain, with the DiveBoat mate available 
for enrollment for candidates on our PADI Divemaster course, or also as a stand alone pro-
gram.  The majority of our candidates qualify to take the IYT Dive boat mate program during 
the same time as their Divemaster course, although we encourage and highly recommend 
e-learning prior to arriving on Utila.  Candidates will learn a very broad range of maritime 
and nautical theory and motor skills including driving boats, which serve as a foundation 
to gain further experience and sea time under the direct supervision of a licensed Captain.



International Yacht Training...

DIVEBOAT MATE

Entry level requirements: 
PADI Rescue Diver (or equivalent)

Capabilities: 
Crew on board a dive vessel. Captain a dive vessel under the supervision of a Diveboat 
Coxswain or higher certified captain.

Upon completion of the program, the students are going to receive several 
certifications:

VHF radio operator (MCA compliant/recognized)
Powerboat/RIB Master (MCA compliant/recognized)
Yacht Deck Crew (MCA compliant/recognized)
The General Engineering Knowledge (GEK) is not MCA but is STCW compliant. The Sec-
ond stage of the Engineering (GMEC – General Marine Engineering Competency certifi-
cate awarded at the Coxswain level after the practical training record book is completed 
is the same (not MCA but STCW compliant)
IYT DiveBoat Mate certification
PADI DiveBoat Operations Specialist (Distinctive)

Course components:
1) General engineering overview
2) VHF radio operations
3) IYT powerboat coastal skipper/ ICC <10m Power (4-5 sessions of driving boats under 
direct supervision, including skills circuit)
4) Diveboat safety & operations (DOS) PADI approved with topics covering;

Dive crew safety & competency
Dive & snorkeler safety and competency
Organization and risk management procedures in planning dive charters
Special equipment for divers required on board
Site selection and overview of relationship between surface and underwater conditions
Dive site briefings
Drift diving/ live pick up considerations
Supervision - roles, responsibilities and procedures
Diver accounting procedures and safety logs
Dive vessel emergency and rescue procedures
On-board gas blending management and storage

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•



International Yacht Training...

The IYT/PADI Diveboat Mate is the ideal program for the entry level mariner and Divemas-
ter. This certification allows the holder to crew on board a dive vessel and gain sea time and 
training as captain under the supervision of a Diveboat Coxswain or higher, and we inte-
grate this training with our PADI Divemaster course and this can be completed during the 4 
week program.  All candidates complete the IYT DiveBoat mate e-learning prior to starting 
the course, and receive additional class sessions at Utila Dive Centre and workshops, and 
during the course practical boat driving exercises are conducted under the direct supervi-
sion of our Captains, including mooring/docking.  This program is valuable for anyone 
wishing to work on dive vessels, super yachts, liveaboards and the student who completes 
this certification will also receive the MCA (British Maritime & Coastguard association) small 
Powerboat/RIB Master which certifies them to run tenders globally.



International Yacht Training...

DIVEBOAT COXSWAIN

Entry level requirements: 
Diveboat Mate
200 nautical miles as crew and relief captain under the supervision of a Diveboat Coxswain or 
Diveboat Master Captain (approx 180 days at sea)

Capabilities: 
Command of a vessel and crew up to 80ft/24m up to 20 miles offshore

Course components:
1) IYT Powerboat Master Coastal
2) ICC <24m Powerboat Coastal
3) DOS - Diveboat Safety & Operations (if entering program as an experienced operator)

The IYT/PADI Diveboat Coxswain Certificate is the command rating for a Diveboat Mate who 
has completed the necessary seatime and experience. The syllabus expands on the depth of 
knowledge presented in the DB Mate program and is equivalent to what others in the industry 
call ‘Yachtmaster’.  Experienced Diveboat Operators who have not acquired a recognized nau-
tical credential or have a non-IYT certificate can enter this course provided they have proof of 
adequate seatime and experience.

Please contact us for more information on the IYT DiveBoat Mate and Diveboat Mate Instructor 
courses (available with our MSDT program).
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IYT operates more yachting courses with more Government approvals through more schools, 
in more countries and in more languages than any other yachting organsation in the world 
including the RYA. IYT was founded and became MCA recognized 15 years ago in May 
1997.  IYT is a professional Yachting organisation, run by professional mariners, and IYT 
Master of Yachts courses have multiple Government approvals, and IYT’s Master of Yachts 
theory and practical courses have been audited and approved for content by a number of 
Flag State Authorities including the British Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA), the 
Maritime Authority of the Cayman Islands, the United States Coastguard. Marshall Islands 
Yacht Registry and several others.  IYT is approved by the MCA, the US Coastguard and the 
Marshall Islands Shipping Registry to issue STCW Basic Training certificates and IYT courses 
are available in multiple languages and operates in 43 different countries.  IYT is authorized 
by the Irish Dept of Transport to issue International Certificates of Competency (ICC’s)to any 
mariner in the world who qualifies.  The demand for IYT Master of Yachts certification on a 
global scale has resulted in IYT  licensed training facilities in Australia, Austria, Belarus, Brit-
ish Virgin Islands, Canada, Cayman Islands, China, Croatia, Cyprus, Dubai, Egypt, Estonia, 
Finland, France, Gibraltar, Greece, Holland, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Latvia, Lebanon, Mon-
tenegro, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, St 
Maarten, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, Turkey, United Kingdom, Ukraine, United States 
& the United Arab Emirates with other locations opening shortly.  IYT Master of Yachts Cer-
tificates have become the certificates of choice throughout the world for both the Profes-
sional International Yachting Community and the serious recreational yachtsman.

 



Recreational Closed Circuit
Rebreather Course

This is an additional program to allow closed circuit rebreather diving, for recreational divers, 
and to allow the benefits of closed circuit rebreather diving, with extended dive times, and 
simplified dive preparation and planning as compared to closed circuit technical rebreather 
divers.  The Utila Dive Centre is the only facility in Central America that offers additional 
training on closed circuit rebreathers to our Divemasters, and at reduced rates.  Recreational 
rebreather diving is limited to 30 meters/100ft and no stop times, and has the option for 
immediate bail out to open circuit scuba on board unit.

The PADI recreational closed circuit rebreather course utilises the most user friendly 
and convenient unit on the market, the fully automated Posedion MK6 and is the most 
exciting development in the recreational scuba diving industry since Cousteau invented the 
Aqualung/Open Circuit regulator.  Like most inventions, evolution provides added benefits 
and features to a user, perhaps think about how cars have evolved from simple automated 
machines, like the Ford T-model (in any colour you want as long as it’s black!), that originally 
served a purpose of transportation, to the personalised vehicles they are today, that not only 
allow a user to travel from A to B, but to do so with greater safety, comfort, and enjoyment 
along the way.  Or perhaps consider the first cellphones/mobile phones that came onto 
the market, originally very expensive, cumbersome, and lacking style, but they allowed the 
user mobile communication, which today’s cellphones and mobiles still do, but with added 
style, more compact, user friendly, and many additional benefits and features.  Well finally 
the recreational scuba divers equipment has evolved to allow them to dive the recreational 
closed circuit rebreather, safely, in style and with much greater benefits underwater, so now 
you can really enrich and enhance your dive experiences over noisy open circuit scuba, the 
benefits of diving a closed circuit rebreather over traditional open circuit scuba include;



Recreational Closed circuit Rebreather...

•  Longer dive times with extended gas consumption, and longer no decompression limits

•  Less noise, no bubbles and the ability to become a part of the aquatic realm, not just an 
    observer, fish and other creatures will come close to check you out!

•  More enhanced photos and videos of aquatic life as you can now get much closer to your 
    subjects

•  Stay warmer longer as less body heat is exhaled
    
•  Divers who do not want to go tec but want the benefits of extended times underwater

•  Or a foundation for tec rebreather training

At just 18 kilos (39.6 lbs) fully gassed up and ready to dive, the Discovery MKSe7en weighs 
less than many dive tanks weigh on their own. And minus tanks and canister, it weighs just 
8 kilos (17.6 lbs), making it easy to travel with and many resorts and centers worldwide are 
now stocking the MKSe7en for rental use.

The Utila Dive Centre is currently the only PADI Career Development Centre in Honduras, 
the Caribbean, and Americas to offer this training for recreational divers and our courses 
include;

•   PADI Open Water rebreather diver - 3 days and qualifying you to depths of 18 meters/60 feet

•  PADI Advanced Open Water rebreather diver - 2 days and qualifying you to depths of 30 
    meters/100 feet

•  PADI Integrated Open Water/Advanced Open Water rebreather diver - 4 days and 
    qualifying you to depths of 30 meters/100 feet

Whether this level of training and type of diving interests you, as a PADI Divemaster trained 
at Utila Dive Centre you will get exposure to this type of diving, and most likely encounter 
rebreather divers in your dive planning and boat trips during your course with us, and you’ll 
understand the different logistics and dive planning procedures that a PADI Divemaster 
needs to be aware of when diving with rebreather divers, after all this is the future of diving!



Instructor Development
Course

The Instructor Development Course is comprised of 2 components which can be taken either 
separately or together in one course. The Assistant Instructor portion is the 1st component of 
the PADI Instructor Development Course and builds upon Divemaster training. The Assistant 
Instructor course is a 5-day program that introduces you to the role of an instructional 
assistant, both in academic teaching and in confined & open water training. As an Assistant 
Instructor you immediately improve your employability within the dive industry and increase 
your earnings potential. This program credits towards the PADI Instructor Development 
Course and allows you to gain experience as an instructional assistant before deciding to 
commit to the IDC. 

The Assistant Instructor course can be conducted as part of the PADI IDC or as a stand-alone 
program. The 2nd portion of the IDC is the OWSI (Open Water Scuba Instructor) program. 
The OWSI develops candidate’s abilities to prepare academic, confined water and open 
water teaching presentations. As an Instructor candidate you’ll also learn about business 
principles, teaching children, risk management and other important topics relevant for the 
dive professional.



Instructor Development Course...

Our IDC is 4 days longer than the industry  
tandard of 7 days, that’s 11 days of quality 
instructor training. The last 2 days of our IDC  
are conducted as a ‘mock’ Instructor Examina-
tion to give you better preparation and insight 
into the real IE. However from our experience 
as a dive centre that trains over 1500 divers a 
year, at all levels, we know how much more 
important it is to prepare a candidate for the 
real world of dive instruction rather than just 
to pass the Instructor Examinations.

We’ve extended our IDC program to cover 
more effective teaching techniques, discuss 
instructing in different worldwide environ-
ments, look at greater career opportunities in 
diving including ‘diver safety’ and ‘technical 
diving’ and resume preparation. At Utila Dive 
Centre we receive a lot of job applications ev-
eryday so we’ll show you exactly what it takes 
to become a successful Instructor and what 
gives you the best chance of success as a pro-
fessional in today’s dive industry. As the only 
facility on Utila with ‘rebreathers we’ll spend 
extra time looking at future trends in diving 
‘rebreathers’.

All this is done in a low stress, relaxed and 
most importantly ‘fun’ environment. Although 
the actual number of hours per day on the 
IDC are about 8 we have our IDC facility open 
at least 12 per day so anytime our candidates 
need quiet study time, assignment prepara-
tion time, private discussion or career coun-
seling they get it! Our staff are available out-
side of regular hours for any remedial tuition 
or 1 to 1 coaching, remember we want you to 
succeed as a first rate dive instructor, not just 
pass the IE!



Instructor Development Course...

To enroll in a PADI IDC you must have been certified as a PADI Open Water Diver (or equiva-
lent) longer than 6 months and be at least certified as a PADI Divemaster (or equivalent from 
another organization). You’ll also need to show proof of CPR/1st Aid training in the last 24 
months and submit a medical statement from the last 12 months, signed by a physician stat-
ing you are fit for diving, at the start of your course. You also need to be at least 18 years old 
with 60 dives (deep, night and navigation experience) though you need to have at least 100 
dives to be certified as a PADI Instructor.

PAPERWORK REQUIREMENTS

1. If possible please bring with you all previ-
ous certification information (dates of courses, 
instructor numbers names, training agency 
name) and if you hold any non-PADI certifica-
tions please also bring a copy of each certifica-
tion. This will ensure prompt processing of your 
Instructor application and avoid unnecessary 
delays.

2. A medical statement within the last 12 
months, dated and signed by a physician, stat-
ing you are fit for diving. These can be obtained 
on Utila for about $15.

3. 2 Passport sized photo’s

4. Log book with at least 60 dives for AI/IDC 
and 100 to be certified as an Instructor. 

5.  Method of payment for the IE, PADI does not 
accept cash, such as VISA/MasterCard/AMEX or 
USA Bank Cheque. Your payment for the course 
should be made prior to the start and can be 
done with either traveler’s cheques, but pref-
erably by bank wire into either our USA or UK 
accounts. You can use credit cards on Utila but 
there is an 8% surcharge for this.



Instructor Development Course...

We recommend that you purchase the IDC crew-
pack, which includes all materials you need for the 
IDC/IE (with the exception of the RDP Wheel and 
Table and previous course level manuals and ma-
terials) and we can offer this at virtually cost. If you 
are planning on bringing your own materials please 
let us know ASAP so that we can check they are up 
to date.

Unlike many IDC centers we do not try to push/sell 
materials to candidates in order to increase profit 
margins, however it is a required PADI standard 
worldwide that all Instructor candidates have these 
materials.

For candidates that book online and in advance we 
offer a preparation program as part of your IDC. 
This will include getting you completely comfortable 
in the water if it’s been a while and allowing you 
to observe our instructors as they teach PADI Open 
Water & Rescue diver classes, reviewing demonstra-
tion quality skills, rescue skills, retesting of Divemas-
ter theory and preparation for the IDC. The earlier 
you can prepare for the IDC the easier you will find 
the course and the more you will get from it, much 
better to spend a small amount of time a day revis-
ing a few weeks before the course than cramming 
it all in just before the IDC starts. If there are certain 
areas that you are having problems or difficulty with 
please let us know in advance and we can arrange 
additional remedial sessions aside from the IDC to 
bring you up to speed, all part of the service.

SCHEDULE & LOGISTICS 

For candidates who are already certified as PADI 
Divemaster prior to arriving on Utila for your IDC 
there have been changes to the curriculum that 
now allow you to;



Instructor Development Course...

1. Study and pre-assess your dive theory online 
(saves hours of revision on Utila and 3 hours 
in class). We highly recommend this in order 
to raise your IE success rate, unless you have a 
paper copy of the Encylopaedia of Recreational 
Diving & Diving Knowledge Workbook, and can 
study every section before arriving on Utila.

2. Study 9 of the course presentations online 
which can be used to save time from the course 
and start 3 days later than our ‘Live delivery’  
IDC with the start date on the Saturday morn-
ing at 8am (please arrive Friday evening for 
registration/paperwork). The course will then 
end one week later on the Sunday (with EFR 
Instructor course mid way) and then a day’s fun 
diving on Monday prior to the IE on the Tues-
day/Wednesday, allowing you to leave on the 
Thursday am flights. This takes just 13 days for 
the complete Instructor course, EFR Instructor 
and 2 day PADI Exams, and even less if you ar-
rive on Utila already certified as a PADI Assis-
tant Instructor.

There is an additional charge for this each of 
these options, that deliver convenience and val-
ue enhancement to the IDC, and this is paid to 
PADI. Please contact us for more information to 
register for this option.

The IDC is scheduled to start on a Wednesday 
(we do advise candidates to arrive 2-3 days 
earlier to begin preparation), run over 11 days, 
and end on the Sunday (the last 2 days of the  
IDC, Saturday and Sunday are held as a mock 
IE to completely prepare and test you for what 



Instructor Development Course...

will happen at the PADI IE). We schedule the EFR 
Instructor course mid-way during the IDC be-
tween the AI and OWSI components) which al-
lows you to offer inclusive PADI Rescue Diver 
training and CPR/1st aid training outside of div-
ing. On the Monday we tend to go out for a dive 
and then to relax, and the IE orientation will be 
held Tuesday pm with the theory/standards ex-
ams and then the water assignments will be all 
day on the Wednesday. After the IE the ‘optional’ 
Instructor Continuing Education programs begin 
right away and we can always customize a pack-
age for individual needs and interests. During the 
IDC all class-work and academic testing takes 
place in themornings and after a lunch break the 
afternoons are usually spent in the water devel-
oping ‘confined’ and ‘open water’ teaching skills. 
A typical day runs from 8am to 5pm with lunch 
12pm-1pm though our staff and facility are avail-
able from 7am-7pm for any consultation, coun-
seling and remedial training. You’ll have evenings 
where assignments need preparing but this has 
been carefully managed so candidates receive no 
more than 2 assignments, maximum, per evening 
with many evenings a little more relaxed with ei-
ther no assignments or just 1 assignment.

The ability to pass an IE is a natural progression 
of sitting the IDC. You will have several opportu-
nities during your IDC to practice these assign-
ments and will do a mock IE before the real PADI 
IE. We’re proud of our record at the PADI IE’s and 
last year over 60 Divemasters in 12 different pro-
grams chose to do their IDC with Utila Dive Cen-
tre (that’s nearly three times as many as any other 
facility in the Bay Islands) and everyone passed 
the PADI IE. Whilst it is impossible to ‘guarantee’ 
you’ll pass the IE our promise to you is that should 
you fail the IE we will offer a 2nd IDC for free and 
pay for you to re-sit the IE, no gimmicks!.



Instructor Development Course...

AFTER THE PADI INSTRUCTOR EXAMINATION 

We offer all different kinds of Instructor level continuing education programs from PADI Spe-
cialty/Tec courses, DAN programs, IAHD Adaptive Teaching and International Yacht Train-
ing boat courses.

The dive industry is like any other in terms of competitiveness for employment and newly 
qualified Instructors often find the challenge after passing their Instructor Examination is in 
securing suitable employment. At Utila Dive Centre our staff, with their extensive network of 
contacts in the region and worldwide, will do their best to assist you find employment with 
their placement service but to facilitate your chances of gaining employment as a PADI In-
structor, you can give yourself the best possible head start by enrolling in our ‘Premium Pro 
Plus’ program. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program includes the PADI Instructor Development 
Course, Emergency First Response Instructor and Master Scuba Diver Trainer preparation 
program. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ program will train you beyond a regular PADI ‘Open Wa-
ter Scuba Instructor’ and after the IDC is completed and the examinations passed we will 
train you as an ‘Emergency First Response’ Instructor and a ‘Master Scuba Diver Trainer’ and 
allow you to intern with our full time Instructors at the Utila Dive Centre on Utila, so what 
we taught you during the IDC you will get to put into practice under the watchful eyes of our 
seasoned professional staff.



Instructor Development Course...

After you’ve celebrated becoming an Instructor we will start with the MSDT program, 
this will train you in 5 PADI Specialty Instructor ratings and no other facility or Course 
Director in Central America can offer such an extensive range of continuing educa-
tion programs, choose from;

Enriched Air
Wreck

Gas Blender Nitrox 
(and Trimix)

Emergency O2 Provider
Equipment

Digital Photography
Sidemount diver/Instructor

Deep
Night

Naturalist
Search & Recovery
Dolphin Rebreather

Navigation
Videography

 
(Note our top 7 preferred choices that 
are in demand and really set you apart 
and require our specialized instruction, 
all other choices can often be applied 
for based on your own direct experience 
at a later date);



Instructor Development Course...

We can also offer a complete range of DAN Instructor courses in addition to our MSDT 
program. After the specialty Instructor training has been completed we have an op-
tional internship (highly recommended) that allows you to assist our qualified and ex-
perienced Instructors on their PADI courses and you get the chance to take the ‘micro 
teaching’ techniques that we taught you during the IDC and apply to actual courses 
and gain real world experience. The internship will allow you to assist on at least 4 
PADI courses from Open Water to Rescue and gain invaluable real world experience 
and organizational and logistical skills, by the end of our internship you will have 
issued up to 25 PADI certifications, and assisted on 5 different courses, and should 
be able to apply for your PADI Master Scuba Diver Trainer rating, also you will have 
earned a valuable reference from our Career Development Center which is good for 
life, wherever you travel in the world as an Instructor. Our ‘Premium Pro Plus’ pro-
gram offers exceptional value and gives you significant savings and will give you the 
best training, experience and start to your professional dive career. Since 2001 gradu-
ates on our ‘Premium Pro Plus‘ training program have enjoyed more success than the 
average PADI instructor, have achieved higher positions in the dive industry and earn 
more income than the average PADI instructor.

So what more are you waiting for, if you’d really like to get a head start, gain valuable
teaching experience, issued up to 25 certifications, qualify in 5 specialty areas as an 
Instructor and earn a valuable reference from one of the most awarded PADI Career 
Development Centers in the world contact PADI Course Director Andy Phillips today!

DIVEMASTER

ASSISTANT
INSTRUCTOR

INSTRUCTOR
SPECIALTY

INSTRUCTOR
EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE

INSTRUCTOR

MASTER SCUBA DIVER

TRAINER

SPECIALTY
INSTRUCTOR

IDC STAFF
INSTRUCTOR

MASTER
INSTRUCTOR

EMERGENCY FIRST RESPONSE

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE
DIRECTOR



Areas in blue are where you are in the water
Areas in black are where you are in the clasrom
Areas in red are aditional sesions we schedule at UDC beyond the PADI IDC curiculum

IDC sample schedule



IAHD Adaptive Dive
Pro/Instructor

The IAHD Pro-/Instructor raining is a totally integrated program for Divemasters, Assistant 
Instructors and Instructors which consists of two days of classroom, pool and optional open 
water training.

Candidates learn: 
To be able to relate to some of the common psychological aspects of disabled persons.
The characteristics of various physical disabilities, and how they relate to scuba diving.
To recognize and adapt to some of the unique characteristics of mental & emotional 
disabilities.
How to overcome some of the problems you may encounter when training physically 
disabled divers, through simulations and workshops in both confined and open water 
environments.
Proven methods for assisting those with sight impairment, hearing impairment, spinal 
injuries, amputations, and other disabilities.
How to adapt and modify normal diving equipment to the needs of the disabled diver.
To anticipate the needs and attitudes of challenged students and to develop a foresight 
in logistic awareness and considerations.

All dive professionals who qualify as PADI Divemasters or Instructors with us can qualify 
as an IAHD Dive Pro through our IAHD Instructor training course at the Utila Dive Centre, 
over 2 days, and PADI/IAHD Instructors can then offer the following training experiences/
programs through IAHD;

Discover Scuba Diving (DSD) programs introduce scuba diving to any interested person, 
age 10 and above, in a safe, controlled pool setting.  For qualified divers, the Advanced DSD 
program allows qualifed divers to expand the DSD experience into open water. Classes are 
supervised by IAHD-certified professionals. Note: DSD is not a certification level class. Medi-
cal approval from the diver’s physician is required for this and all IAHD diving programs.

IAHD Confined Water Diver is a diver certification for use in pools only. Designed for 
those who enjoy the exercise and fun while scuba diving but are unable or don’t desire to 
explore diving in open water, this certification allows divers to conduct subsequent IAHD-
supervised dives in pools.

•
•
•

•

•

•
•



The IAHD Sport Diver course is an entry level open water scuba certification that 
provides candidates ages 12 and up with the necessary knowledge and skills required 
to dive safely in an open water environment under direct supervision of an IAHD-
certified professional. Certified IAHD Sport Divers may dive to a maximum depth of 
12 meters/40 feet.

The IAHD Open Water Diver course provides the knowledge and skills required 
to safely dive in an open-water environment, accompanied by two or three certified 
support divers or IAHD-certified dive professionals. The course is performance based 
and specific academic & waterskills requirements must be met in order to complete 
the program. Upon completion of the course you receive the appropriate Open Water 
Diver certification based upon your level of dependency and your ability to assist your 
fellow divers.

The IAHD Advanced Open Water Diver course is designed to provide the candi-
date with greater supervised dive experience, while furthering their academic knowl-
edge and diving skills. The course focuses mainly on open water dives augmented by 
brief academic sessions. A minimum of 5 dives is required for certification. There are 
no compulsory dives. Together with your IAHD instructor, you can make your own 
program.

IAHD Surface Support Specialist, this is a non-diving certification class. The course 
introduces the participant to divers’ needs before and after the dive, including equip-
ment and dive procedures specific to handicapped divers.

The IAHD Dive Partner course is designed to allow certified divers to be certified to 
fill the key role of a certified support diver for an IAHD-certified adaptive scuba diver. 
An IAHD Dive Partner is specially trained in how to dive with a disabled diver. Candi-
dates get first hand experience in understanding some of the problems encountered 
by disabled divers.

IAHD Adaptive Dive Pro/Instructor...



Take the step and enhance your resume, and expand the rewards and enjoyment of 
scuba diving to divers with disabilities and challenges. IAHD Divers Have Overcome:

• Amputation
• Emotional/Social/Trust Issues
• Autism
• Movement Disorders
• Birth Defects
• Spinal Injuries
• Blindness
• Stroke-Paralysis

IAHD Divers Receive:
Safe and effective training conducted by credentialed experts in adaptive scuba; 
participants who successfully complete the programs become certified divers
An unmatched opportunity to set aside burdens and limitations using the freedom 
and adventure of scuba’s aquatic environment
Discovery of new places, new personal achievements, and new friends sharing the 
dive experience
Membership in an international network of adaptive scuba buddies, instructors and 
training centers
Access to extensive resources for dive & trip planning at accessible resorts, dive op-
erators, manufacturers of specialized equipment and facilities

Students learn from IAHD certified instructors who love to share the magic of scuba 
in a nurturing and productive environment, and we schedule our IAHD Dive Pro/In-
structor programs each month, though with very limited spaces.  The takes 2 days and 
please contact us for costs/availability.

IAHD Adaptive Dive Pro/Instructor...

•

•

•

•

•



Equipment
requirements for dive professionals

Imagine visiting the Doctor for a check up and they asked to borrow stethoscope or 
rubber gloves from you, or calling out an electrician to fix a problem in your house 
and they asked to borrow tools from you, you wouldn’t think they were well prepared 
or professional. Now as a working dive professional in today’s dive industry you need 
to have a complete set of scuba diving equipment to find employment, though obvi-
ously during your training at Utila Dive Centre we can include all dive equipment for 
your needs. We still recommend that you have at least your own mask/snorkel, wet-
suit and fins, for comfort and hygiene reasons, but have put together this document to 
inform you of our recommendations on what type of equipment you should look into 
for when you make your own investment.

SNORKEL
We recommend snorkels without purge valves 
as these cannot be used for rescue breathing, 
and low in drag and volume. Although not nec-
essarily fashionable a brightly colored snorkel 
can be very effective to see on the surface and 
can allow your students to distinguish you from 
other students in the group.

MASK

Low profile masks are good for free divers 
and photographers but an Instructor should 
have a mask with a good field of vision and 
without a purge valve, as this can make skill 
demonstrations difficult for the majority of 
students in regular masks. A padded strap is 
more comfortable and less likely to tangle in 
the hair. Ideally a mask should have a black 
silicone frame so that the mask lens does not 
glare up on the inside, and to ensure a good 
seal to you face it should stick (without strap) 
when you inhale through the nose.



REGULATOR
There are 100’s of different regulators on the 
market and making a choice can be difficult 
especially when the regulator is the most 
important piece of equipment you can invest 
in as it gives you the air that you breathe. 
There are basically 2 kinds of regulator, 
balanced and unbalanced, now from a 
diving perspective and for ease of breathing 
a balanced regulator is the best choice, 
however think of a balanced regulator as 
a high performance sports car, would you 
use it for a taxi? Probably not, there are so 
many moving parts it would not cope well 
with the rigors of daily teaching activities, 
in this case far better to get a regular 
unbalanced 1st stage, like the ScubaPro MK2 
or the Sherwood Brut, these regulators are 
the proven workhorses and are also easily 
serviced, if however you don’t expect too be 
so active as an Instructor then you may opt 
for a balanced regulator, these are good for 
Divemasters who are guiding certified divers 
on fun dives and diving deeper.

WETSUIT
Although most fun divers visiting Utila are 
comfortable and warm enough in a 3mm 
shorty wetsuit, for the diving professional 
working on Utila a 5mm full length wetsuit 
will not only give better insulation, particularly 
in the wetter and colder months of the year 
(November to January) but will also protect 
from stings and abrasions whilst diving and 
taking care of your divers and students. It is 
a fact that dive professionals feel the cold 
quicker after accumulative immersion in the 
water due to a lower core body temperature.

Equipment requirements for dive professionals...



BUOYANCY CONTROL DEVICE
The ‘Buoyancy Control Device’ or BCD, 
is probably the most important piece of 
equipment with regards to your comfort 
in the water and ability to fine tune and 
control your buoyancy and positioning. A 
good BCD should have an additional 15-
30 pounds of lift beyond what would be 
recommended for your body type, and 
most BCD’s have a label that states how 
much lift they provide. There are 2 main 
styles of BCD, jacket and wing, now wings 
style is great for divers but for Divemas-
ters or Instructors who spend a lot of  ime 
at the surface they can be uncomfortable 
as they push the wearer into a face down 
position, so we would recommend a jacket 
style BCD with pockets large enough to 
carry a small slate 4” by 6” and diving ac-
cessories. If you have the option for weight 
integrated then it can be a good idea to 
help distribute your weight, but you will 
still need to use a weight belt for demon-
stration and training purposes.

FINS
There are 2 kinds of fins, open heel and 
full foot, for a snorkeller or entry level stu-
dent full foot fins are adequate but they 
lack the strength, durability and versatility 
of open heel fins. A good set of open heel 
fins should be strong yet flexible enough 
to allow water to flow off easily without 
causing the diver leg cramps. The booties 
should be 5mm and zippered with a good 
sole, then they could be used for shore div-
ing, or rescues off rocky shorelines.

Equipment requirements for dive professionals...



DIVE COMPUTER
There are many different models and makes of dive com-
puter on the market, personally I prefer wrist mounted 
as opposed to console based computers, they are easier 
to find and read and can be used with different regula-
tors. A definite feature is to be ‘Enriched Air’ compatible, 
as most divers these days use ‘Enriched Air’ or ‘Nitrox’ 
and during your Divemaster training with us we will cer-
tify you in the use of ‘Enriched Air’. Dive computers can 
vary in price from $99 to a $1000, the average model 
tends to be in the range of $300-$500, and more for air 
integrated computers. For teaching and demonstration 
purposes I would avoid an air integrated (wireless trans-
mitter on 1st stage of regulator) as these can get broken 
by students and are another failure point, much better 
to have a wrist mount and an analogue pressure gauge 
you can show your students. Popular models and manu-
facturers of dive computers are ScubaPro, CressiSub and 
Oceanic, a deciding factor for those of you who plan to 
live and work in the tropics and may not have access to a 
full service/repair dive facility is whether you can change 
the batteries yourself? If you have to send your computer 
to a dealer for a battery change every year or 18 months 
this could be inconvenient unless you have access to a 
back up computer.

Equipment requirements for dive professionals...

The most reputable manufacturers of dive equipment are ScubaPro, Aqualung and 
Cressi-Sub. We would recommend that you never let price be a deciding factor when 
choosing your equipment as comfort and safety are more important in the long term 
and setting yourself up with a full set of scuba equipment is a considerable invest-
ment. On Utila please see dealers of Cressi-Sub, Aqualung and Scubapro ‚DiveShack 
Utila‘ who can offer reduced rates on equipment, they have BCD’s, regulators, wet-
suits, masks, snorkels, fins (full foot) and dive computers available. If you are inter-
ested please contact us for equipment advice. 




